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columnists

Cover photo courtesy of Hallmark/Crown Media

Temple Grandin

Carol Kranowitz, MA

Temple is an internationally-respected
specialist in designing livestock
handling systems. She is also the
most famous person with autism in
the world today. She is the subject of
the Emmy Award-winning HBO biopic
Temple Grandin. She frequently writes
and speaks on the subject of autism,
sharing her personal experiences.

www.carolkranowitz.com
Carol's Out-of-Sync Child books help
parents, teachers and therapists
understand Sensory Processing
Disorder. An OT-wannabe and former
preschool teacher, she continues
writing and speaking about SPD.

On The Cover
Holly Robinson Peete is particularly
excited about her recent Hallmark
movie in which the main character
is a teenage boy who has autism
and is played by actor Nick Sanchez,
who is also on the autism spectrum.
Peete has two special needs children
-- one with autism and his sister who
was diagnosed with attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), the
latter condition also found in up to
30-50% of those with autism. Peete,
who is not only an actress, has also
worked with Hallmark as an executive
producer and a content controller. It
was her idea to have a movie on autism
with an actor who also was autistic.

Ellen Notbohm, BS
www.ellennotbohm.com
Ellen is the author of Ten Things Every
Child with Autism Wishes You Knew, and
three other award-winning books on
autism.
(photo by Andie Petkus Photography)

Paula Simpson, OTR/L, MHA
www.bridgesofpossibilities.com
Paula is the founder of Bridges of
Possibilities, a pediatric therapy
clinic that specializes in occupational,
physical and speech therapy services
for children with special abilities. She is
also the founder of the MY Kid Counts,
INC . Paula, is the author of the book
entitled, Sensory Integration, "Now that
makes sense!"

Debra Wallace Forman

Lois Jean Brady
Lois Jean Brady has over 25 years of
experience as a practicing speechlanguage pathologist, assistive
technology specialist and Certified
Autism Specialist (CAS).
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Debra is the president and CEO
of Wallace Media Services. Debra
writes features and coverstories on
celebrities, health/wellness, special
needs parenting, and hometown
heroes. Her work regularly appears in
Parade.com, Philadelphia Life, South
Jersey, Delaware Today, Orlando
Family, and other publications. Debra
has a son with autism, and together
they create children's stories.
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Cara Koscinski, OTD, MOT,
OTR/L, CAS
www.PocketOT.com
Cara is a long-time pediatric
occupational therapist, speaker, and
author of The Pocket Occupational
Therapist books. She is the mother to
two sons with autism.

publisher's page
the words in our paper magazine,
we also have gone online since our
November issue, in which you can read
our authorities’ words of wisdom and
advice FREE. Obviously, we also print
the magazine, which is critical from my
perspective for more than one reason.
I’ve always seen our Digest as
comparable to the National Geographic –
obviously, not because of the subject – but
because many readers have told me over
the 18 years in which I’ve been with the
Digest that they hold on to our magazine,
which is the same characteristic as the
Geographic readers. I recognized this
comparison, because the Geographic was

O

my first magazine job at 17. I grew up
with the Geographic, and my family also
ur authors and

for Our Autistic Folks,” so we defined

contributors who

those two words “Emotional Regulation”

collected them.
The similarity isn’t in the target

write articles in our

on p. 29 as something you surely will

subjects, because the Geographic focuses

magazine are all highly

understand: “Everyone has feelings.

on environments and other cultures for

trusted, because of

Emotional Regulation refers to how

your understanding of their differences.

we experience, interpret, manage, and

Our magazine focuses on educating and

their expertise in autism, ADHD, ADD,

Asperger’s, as well as non-verbal or

express those feelings, especially in times

supporting special needs children and

partially non-verbal children among

of intense positive or negative motions.”

adults as well as their professional and

other categories, but they sometimes use

Another example from Carol Stock

social supporters. Our readers are smart,

words that we might not immediately

Kranowitz’s story: “He may have a

because they recognize that we also focus

recognize.

‘developmental problem.’ but, in this case,

on all the stages of their child’s/student’s

she immediately attaches her sister-in-

or adult lives with autism. Sooner or

As a result, we ask our experts to speak
and write in “common English,” so

law’s statement: “It’s called autism.” That

later, the readers – whether trave ling in

we’re all on the same page, so-to-speak.

should be easy, but many of our readers

continents or living with special needs

They try hard to do that, because they

are just beginning to try to understand

-- will need the information and advice

obviously can be helpful to our parents,

autism, so they might not recognize its

from the best in the world, which both

teachers, doctors and, even yourselves, if

surname.

magazines afford. The second reason the

you’re on the spectrum.
However, in this issue, I realized
several of our authorities had slipped into

Maybe more difficult, Cara Koscinski

print and its words are important, I truly

titled her article as “Interoception and

believe our magazine saves lives.

Autism.” In case the word is a question in

their professional language words, which

your mind, we popped in another “quote-

many of you might well know, but, being

out” stating that “Interoception is our

an editor, I want our readers to know

perception of the state of our own body.”

instantly what they’re talking and writing

If you have a child who might not feel

about. To make that easier for you, we’ve

that he’s hurt when he’s been injured or –

created “quote-outs” (that’s a journalist’s

just the opposite – he feels the hurt way

“special words” to simplify with clarity) ,
which we often put in black type standing

beyond the extreme, he’s experiencing
interoception. Cara defines many ways

out in the story, in case you’re new in our

interoception can create problems for

world of autism and special needs.

your child, so you can recognize it. Many

An example: one article is titled “A
Conversation on Emotional Regulation

don’t. Words are important, you see.
We are not only pleased to provide

Lyn Dunsavage Young,
Publisher
www.autismdigest.com | February 2022 – April 2022
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THE WAY I SEE IT by Temple Grandin, PhD

Non-verbal
Parents, teachers, and caregivers need
to be aware that a painful condition
may be present if the person’s behavior
suddenly worsens. Painful medical
issues need to be promptly treated.

Sensory Overload
If meltdowns occur in noisy places,
such as a crowded restaurant, train
station or sporting event, it may be
sensory overload from noise. In this
situation, the autistic person may
have to be removed to a quieter place.
Sometimes an autistic individual can
learn to tolerate additional noise if they
are given control. They can be taught to
give a signal, such as raising their hand
when they want to leave. Sometimes

Solving Difficult Behavior
Problems in Non-verbal
Teenagers and Adults with Autism

T

sensory issues can be reduced with a
low dose of risperidone. It is approved by
the FDA for “irritability associated with
autism.” Use the lowest effective dose.

Psycho Motor Epilepsy
This is a form of epilepsy that does not
cause a typical grand mal seizure. A rage

he first step when non-verbal

The first step is to rule out a biological cause.

attack might occur “out of the blue,” and

teenagers and adults with

BIOLOGICAL CAUSES

there is no obvious trigger for it. The

autism break down is to
determine what is causing
an outburst or a meltdown.

Hidden Painful Medical
Problems:

outburst will suddenly turn on like a
“light switch” with no warning behaviors.
The treatment would be medications used

When the cause is accurately identified,

This is the first thing that must be ruled

for treating epilepsy.

it will be much easier to prevent further

out in a non-verbal person. Some doctors

meltdowns in the future.

make the mistake of assuming that the

BEHAVIORAL CAUSES

The first step is to determine if the
challenging behavior has either a biological
or purely behavioral cause. The three
biological causes could be

behavior problem is due to autism and fail
to diagnose a painful issue.
Acid reflux and upset stomach are
one of the most common problems.

Frustration Due to Lack of
Communication
I can remember when I was a child, in
which my ‘not being able to talk’ was

1) a hidden painful medical problem;

Several research studies have shown that

really frustrating. The non-verbal person

2) sensory overload; or 3) psychometer

autistic people are more likely to have

MUST be provided with a method to ask

seizures. The three main behavioral causes

gastrointestinal issues. Some of the other

for basic needs. It could be a picture

are 1) frustration, because the individual

painful conditions that must be ruled out

board, sign language, or an electronic+*

cannot communicate needs;

are constipation, yeast infections, urinary

device. A person needs to be able to

2) to get attention; 3) to escape from a task.

tract infections, toothaches, and earaches.

tell others if they are close to sensory

6
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overload, thirsty, hungry, tired, cold or
need to use the restroom.

Escape from a Task
Some individuals learn that they can
get out of performing a task by screaming
or hitting. The first step is to look at the
task from the viewpoint of the non-verbal
person. Teaching numbers or colors
may be meaningless to them, and they
become frustrated and have meltdowns.
The individual needs to be taught how
numbers relate in the real world. For
example, one dollar buys a piece of candy,
and five dollars buys a meal at McDonald’s.
A really perceptive teacher described a

useful work and stupid busy work.

more successful in preventing meltdowns
and other challenging behaviors if they

Get What They Want

accurately determine the motivation

Some individuals will scream, because

behind it. 

they know that their teachers or parents

case where a non-verbal individual started

will give in and let them have the video

throwing silverware when they were being

game. One young adult never screamed

Temple is an internationally-respected

taught to set the table. The mistake that

when his dad drove by his favorite

specialist in designing livestock handling

was being made was that the person was

restaurant, because he knew that dad

systems. She is also the most famous

being trained to set and unset the table

would not stop if he screamed. When he

person with autism in the world today. She

multiple times. Nobody does this in real

was in the car with mom, he screamed

is the subject of the Emmy Award-winning

life. A better way to teach is to set the table

when he saw the restaurant, because he

HBO biopic Temple Grandin. She frequently

before each meal. Non-verbal people

knew his mother would stop.

writes and speaks on the subject of autism,

know the difference between real and

Parents, teachers, and caregivers will be

sharing her personal experiences.

Izzy, a young girl
who has autism,
goes to school, but
she can’t talk.
A beautifully
illustrated book for
K-6 children: Izzy
focuses on how
“difference” can teach
others understanding,
kindness, and, even,
joy.
Just because she can’t
talk and is autistic,
it doesn’t mean she’s
not bright. She is!
She also thinks differently.
Izzy’s story will help others to live a better and kinder life.
vincedelaluna.com

www.autismdigest.com | February 2022 – April 2022
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PERSPECTIVES by Ellen Notbohm

The real “real world” you want for your
autistic child, and how to get there

T

he mid-1990s weren’t

isn’t? Whose personal interaction with

enticing opportunities and engagement.

exactly the Dark Ages of

the world isn’t real?

To a child with autism, how judgmental

autism, but families like

Even in those early days when I knew

must it feel, the inference that the

ours hard-landed on a

nothing about autism, I knew that

experiences of your mind and body aren’t

spectrum unthinkable

my son’s world was as real to him as

real? How different, even exciting, it

mine was to me. To deem my sensory

would feel if “their own little world” were

today: no websites, apps, social media,

sensory-friendly events, autism

interpretation of the environment and

viewed not as a deficit but as a legitimate

curriculum, tagless clothing (hey–that’s

my social thinking more real than his

developmental portal for a child’s

important!). While resources were sparse,

seemed arrogant, mean, and, worst of

education and growth.

clueless clichés were as plentiful as they

all, obstructive to his learning. As with

Think back on your own childhood,

are today. One of the most prevalent: that

so many clichés, “the real world” is just

adolescence, young adulthood.

autistic children “are off in their own

a lazy shortcut around the harder work

Remember how belittled you felt when

little world” so we need to help them “join

of defining what specifically we need to

someone would say, “You don’t know

the real world.”

teach a child in order to guide him or her

what real love is,” or “You don’t know

to meaningful adulthood.

what real work is,” or “You don’t know

The implication being that their own
world isn’t real?
I still hear it, and I still struggle with it.
“They’re off in their own world.” Well, who

8

“Join the real world” is nearly always a

what real pain is.” Then remember that

rebuke, coming across as grinding and

each child with autism knows what they

condescending, not a joyful invitation to

think, feel and experience, and regardless

Autism Asperger’s Sensory Digest | February 2022 – April 2022

of how vexing or odd or wrong it seems to

how to reach for realistic achievements

you, it’s real to them. It’s that child’s real

and qualities, measuring their

world.

way reinforced his sense of “I can do this.”
Every day in ways large and small, it

progress only against their own prior

comes home to me that a constantly

achievements.

changing world is the truest definition

child to tell, ask or force him to join the

4. We adjust the goals to reflect their

of the real world. This is undeniably a

real world (meaning our version of real)

achievements and the constant change

challenge for people with autism who

because they’re already there. How

around them.

thrive on predictability, routine and

do we put our goals of guiding them to

5. We assure our child constantly that

familiarity. Truth be known, it causes me

So, it makes no sense to an autistic

meaningful adulthood in a perspective

their best efforts will always be good

my share of anxiety. But occasionally I

that motivates and entices?

enough for us, that we care more about

get a real chuckle out of it. I recently read

the sincerity of the effort than about

an article claiming that 65% of kids today

any outcome.

will grow up to work in jobs that don’t

We’re devoted to the concept of autism
as a spectrum. The so-called real world
is also a spectrum, one that dwarfs the

Our autistic son didn’t even know what

autism spectrum. We need only look

a valedictorian was until shortly before

exist yet. I shared that statistic with a
colleague. His response?
“Wow. Unreal!” 

across the street, across town, across the

he became one. He had simply done

country, across the planet to see how the

his best, because that was real enough

*

definition of “real world” is the ultimate

for him—and for us. The transition to

shape shifter. The real world is one of

college made clear that constant change

constant change, and that’s the world for

would be the new real. The transition

© 2017, 2022 Ellen Notbohm.
Originally published in Ellen Notbohm’s newsletter,
The Next Thing You Know, April 2017,
https://ellennotbohm.com/newsletter/

which we must prepare our children.

from college to workplace—the real

The challenge of teaching our concrete-

real world?—brought yet more seismic

Ellen is the author of Ten Things Every

thinking children to thrive in a world

change. But for all the aggravations and

of constant change begins with how we

heartaches of the so-called real world, he

frame our desire for them to “join the real

finds it exciting and doable. Each setback

world.” Can we drop the meaningless

and success in the real worlds along the

Child with Autism Wishes You Knew, and
three other award-winning books on
autism. Visit her at ellennotbohm.com.

adjective “real” and invite the child into a
larger world, offering our encouragement
to explore and discover wonderful things?
Can we tell them all about how that world
needs them and their unique voice and
talents, assuring them that a meaningful
place in that world is their birthright?
Or will “join the real world” be heard
as admonishment for not trying hard
enough, received with anger and shame
for not being good enough?
A mom once asked me how she could
help her son reach for the stars. Good on
her for wanting the real world and then
some! Here’s the trajectory:
1. Root to rise: first, we ground our
child in a real world of self-confidence
and optimism.
2. We create that real world by giving
our child goals that are clear, relevant,
incremental, developmentally
appropriate and attainable.
3. We give our child the tools, problemsolving strategies and emotional
support to achieve those. We teach

Showcasing talent and innovations that encourage,
inspire and support the autism community.
Call for exhibitors/speakers/performers
Contact Richard: info@nycautismcommunity.org
www.autismdigest.com | February 2022 – April 2022
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THE POCKET OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST by Cara Koscinski, OTD, MOT, OTR/L, CAS

INTEROCEPTION
and Autism

A

s a parent to two autistic

brain information to keep us alive! The

• Stuffing food in your mouth

sons and as a pediatric

insular cortex in the brain is the center

• Getting injured but not feeling it

occupational therapist

of interoception and provides links

(OT), I understand there

from sensory information to emotional

are more than five senses.

awareness (Hatfield, et al., 2019). Our

OR feeling it to the extreme
No other sense explains the feelings
above. Each of our bodies is telling us

Most of us learn that taste, touch, sight,

body is designed for survival, in which

information designed for homeostasis or

smell, and hearing provide sensory

each morsel of information is critical

efficient/optimal function.

pathways for intake of information. The

for life. In fact, new research has shown

position sense that tells us where we are

that there is a definite link between

The Tricky Part

in space is called proprioception. And the

interoceptive awareness and emotions,

vestibular sense tells us if we are upside-

because they relate to overall body

We know that sensory processing/

down or moving within our surroundings.

regulation, thinking, and our sense of self

integration varies from human to human.

What is interoception and how
does it contribute to your overall
body function?

(Joshi et al., 2021).

Interoception is not a buzzword. As
research on this critical system grows,
we are beginning to understand how
important it is to our everyday lives.
Interoception is our perception of the
state of our own body. We feel hunger,
thirst, emotions, and stress during
the day. We all feel or experience our
own emotions and body experiences
individually. Each of us has a different
upbringing (nurture) and have genes
(nature) that make us who we are.
Additionally, every organ in our
body contains receptors that give the

10

Examples of interoceptive
awareness:
•K
 nowing you are thirsty and
need water
•F
 eeling your heartbeat faster when
you are stressed
•B
 eing aware of hunger and feeling
your stomach ‘growl’
•U
 nderstanding that you are tired
and need to rest
• Knowing you need to use the toilet
• Feeling overwhelmed
• Recognizing you are hot or cold
•E
 xperiencing a feeling that you may
be in danger/fear

Autism Asperger’s Sensory Digest | February 2022 – April 2022

Remember that each of us is different.

Because many of my clients and
their families ask for help with toileting,
feeding, and emotional awareness and,
honestly, my own sons struggled with
similar issues, I felt as though I was
missing something.
Because my goal is to research topics for
my autistic sons and clients, I began with
The Pocket Occupational Therapist but
when I hit an ‘aha-ha’ moment because
of my research, I expanded my focus on
another book, Interoception How I Feel:
Sensing My World from the Inside Out. That
explains interoception and provides pages
of tips for help. Why shouldn’t we share
information that could help someone else
along the journey?

patterns in the day and helps the body

Interoception is our perception
of the state of our own body.

recognize internal body processes.
• Consult an occupational therapist
to establish a sensory activity diet.
Keeping the overall sensory system

The fact is that many autistic
individuals experience trouble
processing sensory information. That

our sense of self and our emotional

regulated can improve interoception.

awareness is the first step.

Start with the area in which you or your

•R
 ealize that you or your child may

child struggles most. Take time to name

means that some can perceive textures,

not be able to recognize thoughts and

body feelings and possible emotions.

tastes, and sounds as physically painful.

feelings.

Keep a journal or list of common

Yesterday, an autistic young man
explained to me that the feeling of velvet

•L
 ooking at behavior as a form of

struggles with interoception and look for

communication is key. When kids

patterns.

brings a visual and painful sensation to

become upset, be sure they have eaten

him. He actually vomited when touching

and/or they are not experiencing

his friend’s sofa. My son often has similar

something such as a headache

experiences.

or gastrointestinal reflux. Check

Did you or your child have trouble
learning to use the potty? Many families
coming to me for occupational therapy

routinely to see if your child has had a
good night’s sleep.

in a diaper but not in the toilet. This is

‘thirsty.’ Provide a name to ‘happy, sad,

common with interoceptive trouble.

upset,’ etc.
•C
 omplete a body scan. Choose a

the sensation of a bowel movement and

quiet place and ask your child to lay

provides extra sensory input they need to

down. Work on taking deep breaths

release their bowels.

and ‘notice’ his or her body. Feel the

Many kids eat until they vomit. This
expansion of their stomach. It is most
likely a sensory processing issue with

therapist, speaker, and author of The
is the mother to two sons with autism.

seeking water or a drink, name it as

may be because they do not feel the

Cara is a long-time pediatric occupational
Pocket Occupational Therapist books. She

•N
 AME FEELINGS! When you are

(OT) describe that their child will poop

Pooping in a diaper allows them to feel

Knowledge is power. You’ve just taken
the first step by reading this article! 

heartbeat with hands. Wiggle toes
and notice their movement.
•U
 se a schedule for toileting, eating,
and sleeping. This helps to establish

www.PocketOT.com
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interoception.
Accidents of bowel and bladder are
common. Kids may feel the urge too
late or not at all. Bedwetting, frequent
accidents, and holding stool/constipation
are common when kids struggle with
interoception.
Feelings and emotions can get mixed
up or be confusing. Emotions are also a
critical part of interoception. Children
may seem as though they are acting
out. However, it’s important to consider
behavior as communication. If you are
hungry, you may get cranky. It is the same
for kids, but they might not be able to
communicate their body signs effectively.

What can we do?
• Understanding the importance of
interoception and its relation to
www.autismdigest.com | February 2022 – April 2022
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So, Your Child’s
Been Diagnosed
with Autism?
What Next?
By
Lois Jean
Brady

Y

difficulties or differences when

in a big bucket, so, if he wanted one, he

communicating, early intervention

had to ask for it. This took patience and

is hugely important. Communication

consistency. Initially, he just said “car”

challenges are at the core of autism, so

and then “blue car”; then “shiny blue

child’s autism diagnosis. It

it’s crucial to start working with your

car.” Eventually, he was able to tell me

might feel like nothing will

child. Even if it turns out he doesn’t get

where the car was going, so we’d find the

be the same again, so there

an autism diagnosis, the time you need to

location on the map and, finally, spell

are a thousand questions

help your child to develop his interaction

its destination. Of course, he thought we

ou’ve just heard your

running through your mind! What does

this mean for the future? What should I do
right now?
Or perhaps you suspect your child may

skills will be beneficial.
As a speech-language pathologist with
a child on the spectrum, I was fortunate
to understand early on that I was going

were playing, but I knew we were doing
something that would give him lifelong
skills in language and literacy.
The ability to share focus with another

have autism, so you are searching for

to need to spend countless hours with

person on a particular object or area

answers.

my son, because he needed to build his

is called “joint attention.” This skill is

Either way, it is overwhelming and a
hard time, because you don’t know where
to start.
It’s likely you’ll be given a lot of advice

communication skills.

something I was trying to foster as my son

How exactly do you do that?

and I played with his cars. People with

The most important piece of advice

autism have difficulty with joint attention,

would be to use your child’s special

which is extremely important for

from friends, family, and doctors, often

interests (animals, cars, Batman,

communication and language learning.

trying to keep you from worrying. Before

computers) to enter his world. Join

Some simple examples of joint attention

the diagnosis, you may have heard, “He’s

your child in his favorite activity and

skills include following someone else’s

just got selective hearing” or “She’s just

talk about it. Draw your child into

gaze or pointed finger so the child learns

ignoring you” or “Just wait and see — he’s

communicating with you that way, so you

to look at something.

a boy. He’ll grow out of it!” Even your

can then slowly lead him into your world.

pediatrician may have tried to reassure

My own son loved to line up his cars

you in this way. As well-meaning as the

through the living room, down the

Joint attention therapy focuses on
improving specific skills, such as
pointing, showing, and coordinating

advice is, it doesn’t serve to help you in

hall, and into the kitchen, so we spent

looks between the persons and an object.

your ultimate goal, which is to maximize

hundreds of hours working together,

In 2016, K.A. Murza, J.B. Schwartz, and

your child’s chances in life.

placing cars bumper to bumper, creating

D.L. Hahs-Vaugh1 conducted a meta-

an enormous traffic jam. I kept the cars

analysis of fifteen studies on joint-

The fact is, if your child has any

12
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attention interventions for children on

found their voice through software that is

Lois Jean Brady

the autism spectrum. Their evidence

tailored to their way of learning.

has over 25 years

shows that joint attention therapy
provides strong and significant lasting

My extensive experience working and

of experience

living with children on the spectrum led

as a practicing

improvements in communication skills

me to build InnerVoice, a communication

speech-language

for kids with autism.

app that uses kids’ special interests

pathologist,

When it comes to fostering these skills

to build their communication skills

assistive

as a parent, it doesn’t have to be more

(innervoiceapp.com). It was important

technology specialist and Certified Autism

complex than finding out what grabs

to me to make the app as customized as

Specialist (CAS). Career accomplishments

your child’s interest, meeting him there,

possible, picking characters to whom

include winner of three Autism

and finding ways to encourage him to

they can relate, so each child can learn

Hackathons, Benjamin Franklin Award for

communicate about these activities as

in a way that incorporates what he loves,

Apps for Autism, and an Ursula Award for

you do them together. As parents, it’s our

whether cars, animals, or whatever his

Autism Today TV.

job to be both coaching (by modeling

interests.

communication skills, speech, and

Creating a communication system for a

literacy) and cheerleadering. Ideally, our

child on the autism spectrum is a unique

children will think we’re just playing,

challenge for every family. There’s no one-

but we’ll know we’re also gradually

size-fits-all method, but, as long as we pay

increasing their ability and desire to

attention to our child’s interests and use

interact.

joint play to encourage communication,

Over the years, I’ve used various

we will put him on the road to improved

techniques to help my students with joint

communication skills and increased

attention. I use Buttercup, my potbelly

options for the future. 

pig, to connect with students who love
animals. Some of them have said their
first words to Buttercup — feeling more

K.A. Murza, J.B. Schwartz, and

1

D.L. Hahs-Vaugh

comfortable by starting with speaking
to a pig. More often than not, these skills
are ultimately transferred to human
interaction. (See Buttercup’s story here:
http://proactivespeech.wordpress.
com/2012/11/13/some-pig-some-impactbuttercup/)
For my students motivated by music,
song, and movement, I try to make
sure we communicate as much as
possible through singing and dancing.
Incrementally, I fade out from the melody
and dance steps, and we end up talking!
Technology has been a game-changer
and has helped lots of parents and
speech-language pathologists to make
huge breakthroughs in motivating
children with autism to communicate
and learn. Touch-screen devices and
groundbreaking apps have not only given
children a way to express themselves,
they’re changing our expectations of kids
on the spectrum. Children that don’t feel
comfortable talking at all have sometimes
www.autismdigest.com | February 2022 – April 2022
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JEFFREY:
From Worrisome Childhood
to Wonderful Adulthood
By Carol Stock Kranowitz, MA
noticing how Jeff shook his head and
rolled his eyes. Also, he banged his
head. I said, 'Oh, he does that because he
likes the sound.' The doctor said, 'That's

worrisome childhood to wonderful
adulthood. Here are some stories about

autism.' I heard that and thought, 'Huh?

what he has learned.

"Things began to add up," Melissa

D

ecember 2003: My

In a couple of recent Zoom gatherings,
we talked about Jeffrey's path from

unusual behavior ... but I'm not sure it's
Where did THAT idea come from?'
Jeffrey at 19

Springs as a junior.

continues. "In his playgroup, Jeffrey

Getting in Sync with Deep Pressure:
Squeezes and tight spaces help Jeffrey get
in sync. He likes being under weighted

didn't respond when his name was

blankets and feeling headphones

called. I thought he might be hard of

press against his skull, often without

sister-in-law Nomi calls.

hearing. At 18 months, he had a hearing

sound. He says, "I like all the things that

She is worried about

test but wouldn't respond or point to the

claustrophobics don't."

her precious grandson,

correct ear, and the audiologist thought

As a little boy, his "Time Inn" place

Jeffrey Simonoff, almost

he had an attitude problem. Then, after a

was his sleeping bag. He would cram it

three-hour psychological evaluation, the

with stuffed animals and then squeeze

psychiatrist advised me that Jeffrey was

himself in among them. (See my article,

two years old.

During his first year, Jeff has wowed

us with his precocious behavior. At
six months he began to talk. At eight

autistic."
The family was at the threshold of a

"Time Inn: A Welcoming Accommodation,"
AASD, May-July, 2020). When he got

months, he stood up and ran, skipping

new world. Once they got the message,

overexcited or began to stim, his parents

the intermediate steps of crawling and

Melissa and Randy (for whom the

would hug him or squeeze his hands.

walking. With outstanding motor skills,

diagnosis was not a surprise) got to

Tactile and proprioceptive input to his

he could climb, pull himself under the

work. They set out to learn everything

skin and body continues to be calming

monkey bars, and outshine his little peers

they could by reading about autism and

and organizing.

on the playground equipment.

sensory processing differences, attending

But, Nomi frets on the telephone, these

conferences, consulting with educators

days Jeffrey is having frequent meltdowns.

and therapists, and interacting with

He has become a fussy eater with poor

experienced and supportive families.

digestion (due to not-yet-diagnosed celiac

At 19, Jeffrey is doing great! Living at

disease). He resists baths and getting

home, he helps out by cooking dishes

dressed. He doesn't sleep soundly, so his

such as gluten-free quesadillas and

parents Melissa and Randy, and siblings

pineapple curry. He delivers meals

Brynna and Benjamin, don't either.

for DoorDash, using his mother's car

Jeffrey can't play well with other toddlers.

until he has saved enough to buy his

He hits. He bites. And recently he has

own. At Pike's Peak Community College,

stopped talking.
"He may have a developmental problem,"
Nomi says. "It's called autism."
December 2021: "Looking back,"

30 Kind Classmates": Jeffrey says,
"Other kids saw me in a positive or neutral
light. Mostly, I wasn't bullied. But in third
grade, some of the kids would knock me
around. The teacher ignored bullying.

where he's on the Dean's list, he studies
computer coding, calculus, and physics.
("As for physics," he says, pointing
a finger toward the sky, "now, that's

Jeffrey's mother Melissa says, "I guess I

really something!") He will transfer

was in a fog. I remember the pediatrician

to University of Colorado in Colorado
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Jeffrey at 3, with funny eyeglasses

She was actually hostile. She took away a

lot of issues. They open themselves to

Bakugan toy, even though fidgets were in

mistakes. I can't correct them. I draw

my IEP, and didn't return it until the end

anime, manga, Japanese art forms. I

of the year. I needed it! I couldn't find the

want to go to Japan, learn more about the

words to tell her. That year, I went through

art, and maybe work for Nintendo. I post

a phase when I was at a low point and felt

my drawings on Reddit."

suicidal."
Randy says, "When we saw marks on
his body from being bounced against the
walls when the teacher wasn't paying

Smiling, he points to himself. "It used
to be so hard to take criticism. Now, it's
OK to put myself out there to be critiqued."
Being Autistic: Jeff says, "I don't have

attention, we went to school to talk to her.

a big problem with autism." He frowns,

We tried to help her understand his needs,

concentrating. "I'd say there are just a few

but she was not very responsive . . . it was

small autistic behaviors ... "

so painful." He swallows. "Jeffrey has
learned he must speak up for himself."
Fortunately, most teachers and

Here are three.
Jeffrey holds up one finger. "I speak
formally. But I don't always get the words

classmates have been terrific. Melissa

out, even though I've always been more

says, "When Jeffrey was in sixth grade,

mentally mature than other kids. I have

Jeffrey's pencilled art

we went to a Parent/Paraprofessional/

apraxia. My problem is word retrieval. It's

Teacher (PPT) meeting to discuss his IEP.

frustrating when you have ideas but can't

Being Human, Being Known: "I think

The teacher said, 'Jeffrey doesn't have

say them, and when people don't listen."

of myself as basically normal. I'm human.

one advocate in the classroom,' and our

He holds up a second finger. "As for my

I try not to be eccentric. I don't think of

hearts sank, because we thought things

emotional baggage, at times I become

myself as being at the top of the heap

had been going well. Then she said, 'No,

over-reactive, which I'm not proud of, and

with my computer skills and art, and

not one -- he has 30!' She was a wonderful

sometimes I just don't show any emotion.

I'm not going to blow my horn. Trying to

teacher, and he was surrounded by 30

And it's hard to read other people's

be humble. But I want to... to somewhat

really kind kids."

emotions."

stand out. Not to be a famous celebrity,

Dealing with Criticism: Jeffrey found

Melissa gives an example of how Jeffrey

not like the Prime Minister of Japan or

joy in the physically and mentally

is learning to understand emotions. She

anything like that, but to have the just-

challenging martial art, Tae Kwon

turns to him and says, "When the dog

right kind of personality: to make my

Do. His regular instructor understood

died, and I needed your help to take his

mark doing something I do well. I would

when Jeff needed a bathroom break or

body to be cremated, I was so, so upset,

like to be known."

a drink of water to deal with symptoms

but you didn't react at first because I was

of celiac disease. One day, when Jeff

calm. But later, Jeff, you hugged me and

was 15, a different teacher refused to

offered to drive us home because you

permit a break. Hypercritical (and

came to understood how much more

hyposympathetic!), this teacher said,

upset I was than you were. You showed

"You always take too long. You fool around
in there." Jeffrey was so angry that he
refused to attend classes for several years.
Telling his story, he says, "I was

true compassion."

Carol is the
author of the
"Sync" series,

Jeffrey nods, pleased.

including The

Randy says, "How about impulsivity?
Tell Aunt Carol about the bear spray." Jeff

depressed, hollow, not fulfilled. I wanted

laughs and says, "Yes, let's have at it." He

the physical activity, but this teacher

holds up another finger. "I have to think

turned me off. I had to learn to ask for

hard about not being impulsive -- like the

help and not just walk away. I'm better at

time I pulled the pin on the bear spray

asking now. I'm ready to go back. We are

canister. You see, it said, 'Pull the pin.' I felt

social beings; we need other people."

like the instructions were telling me that I

Drawing: "I draw to calm down and to

If only Jeffrey's grandmother could see
him now! 

Out-of-Sync
Child Grows Up.
She presents

must do it. Other kids would know not to do

express myself," Jeffrey says. "I draw with

just because that's what the instructions say.

a pencil. I don't like pens. Pens have a

And not in the kitchen, I guess."

workshops
on sensory
processing differences (SPD) and,
with Joye Newman, on fun movement
activities in the "In-Sync Child" method.

www.CarolStockKranowitz.com
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PICK SOME NEW
BOOKS THIS SPRING!
MARCH

APRIL

MAY
www.fhautism.com | 817•277•0727
Also available at
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PROBLEM SOLVING SKILL TIPS
Brought to You by CUSP Educational Services
by Stephen Motto M.S. Ed.
TIP #1- USE TIMERS (PROPERLY)

Emotional Control, Inhibitions, and Initiation -- Dealing with feelings can be hard for anyone, especially if we have to do something
that we don’t want to do. Teaching ‘flexibility’ is key. Timers, stopwatches, and clocks all measure time. so using a timer (as juvenile
as it may sound) can be beneficial beyond belief, if it is executed properly. Set an appropriate and obtainable time limit for what
you want to do or start and what you need to do or start. For instance, cleaning a room or brushing your teeth may not be preferred
activities, but they need to get done. Breaking these tasls into small, manageable, and achievable time limits builds confidence
and resilience for future tasks. The same should be done with preferred tasks: for instance, reading or video games. Preferred tasks
maintain balance and also teach flexibility.

TIP #2- USE CALENDARS (PROPERLY)

Working Memory -- In grad school, “teachable moments” are drilled into students’ brains. Those can be previous experiences in your
life that present in later situations. Stopping to acknowledge these memories often help to take the edge off the frustrated student,
so it simultaneously builds confidence, patience and flexibility for the youngster. A calendar is a visual support that has proven to be
advantageous. Sometimes people overlook the calendar, but the fact that you can look to the past and see achievements and you
can also look to the future and see what is on the horizon can guild your life more easily. Vacations, field trips, and birthdays are nice
things to look towards, but so can be “pizza day” in the cafeteria or having gym class on Thursday. The calendar can help plan and
project but also recalls past times where you may have risen to the occasion and did something better than expected.

TIP #3- DON’T BE AFRAID ABOUT BLENDING TIMERS AND CALENDARS TOGETHER TO
INCREASE RESPONSIBILITIES

Planning and Prioritizing –Mothers realize the value of free labor through their children. From the time that I was capable, we had
“Clean Sheets Thursday” every week. The task was straightforward. Remove the bed sheets on Thursday morning and put them
in the hallway, so Mom can wash them. As a kid, tearing off the sheets was fun, and I knew that I had ‘a job’ to do every week. This
made me feel important, gave me a sense of purpose, and accomplishment. It also served as a solid foundation to increase
my responsibilities at home and, later, at work. Understanding the importance of self-monitoring because you assume the
responsibility -- even if you don’t want to – develops independence and admiration from the person who initiated the job initially.

TIP #4- ALLOW YOURSELF TO BE VULNERABLE, SO THE PERSON YOU ARE HELPING KNOWS
S/HE CAN BE VULNERABLE TOO.

Task Initiation and Self-Monitoring-- If you are helping someone solve a problem, and then you asked them to help you solve one
of your own problems, how would that make them feel? We are not experts in every area of life, so asking for help is fundamental;
yet, we often keep our need for help to ourselves, possibly because we don’t know who the right person to tell is. Being able to let
your guard down when you need help shows others that you are just as human as they are. Remember, the only difference between
a problem and a goal is that a goal is announced as ‘a goal.’
Using these tips will supply you with the “teachable moments”
needed to improve your life and the lives of those around you.
CUSP recognizes that everyone has their own unique set of
skills, and that strengths and weaknesses can drastically vary.
Therefore, CUSP services are specifically designed to improve
the social, organizational and communication needs of the
individual and provide strategies to manage college and
beyond college successfully.
Through Individualized Coaching, Weekly Social Groups,
Transition to College, Graduate School or Employment as
well as High School and College Training Workshops and
our Executive Functioning Curriculum, CUSP is here to help
improve life and take it to the next level.

For more information contact CUSP at
(518) 203-3913 or email: info@cuspservices.com
Or visit us at www.cuspservices.com
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From the Hallmark reality show Meet the Peetes Holly Robinson Peete (in the gray top counter-clockwise),
her husband Rodney Peete, son Roman, son Robinson,
daughter Ryan, son, R.J., and Holly's mother Delores Robinson

Peete Family in front of their house from the Meet the Peets
reality show (L to R) Rodney Peete, Holly Robinson Peete,
daughter Ryan, age 23; son Robinson, age 19; son Roman,
age 16: son R.J. age 23: and Holly's mom Delores Robinson

Holly Robinson Peete’s

‘Life Tools’ for Navigating Autism and ADHD
By Debra Wallace Forman
All photos courtesy of Hallmark/Crown Media

Holly Robinson Peete’s acting roles include 21 Jump Street, Hangin’ with Mr. Cooper,
American Housewife, and many Hallmark movies. She loves to step into the shoes of a variety of
small-town characters -- small-town mayor, traveling doctor, and reality star -- just to name a few.

S

he is particularly excited about

and support team to help each of them has

starring in her first Hallmark

transformed their lives.

Christmas movie that has

Peete, Ryan and R.J., wrote Same But

Children and adults with ADHD often
have difficulty sitting still, lack of selfcontrol, attention, and focus, while those

an autism theme. The main

Different: Teen Life on the Autism Express,

with autism or autism spectrum disorder

character is a teenage boy who

which was published in February 2016.

(ASD) appears to capture a broader range

has autism and is played by actor Nik

The goal was to honestly reveal what it

of conditions characterized by challenges

Sanchez, who is on the autism spectrum.

means to be a teen living with autism.

with social skills, repetitive behaviors,

However, her favorite role is a fierce
momma lion, the loving mother and

With insight and humor, through
alternating narratives based on their own

speech and nonverbal communication.
Almost one-third to as much of 50% of

tireless advocate for her four children -- an

lives, Ryan and RJ talk bravely about where

those on the autism spectrum also have

extremely powerful combination. This

you turn when your sibling is the butt of

ADHD.

is especially true for her eldest son, R.J.,

jokes, the victim of misunderstood social

who has autism, and only daughter, Ryan,

cues, and the one everyone thinks is weird.

his twin sister who was diagnosed with

This powerfully-rendered, timely book

Recently, Autism Asperger’s Sensory
Digest caught up with Peete as she was
reflecting on her family’s autism/ADHD

attention deficit hyperactivity disorder

is the only one of its kind. It paints an

journey, while fundraising for the family’s

(ADHD).

important story of hope for teens and

HollyRod Foundation, looking ahead to a

families living with autism and ADHD,

bright 2022.

In addition to Ryan and R.J., Peete and
husband Rodney Peete (NFL quarterback,

from not only the parents’ perspective but,

now turned sports talk radio host) have

also, the siblings’ view, which, ultimately,

two more sons, Robinson, 19, and Roman,

reveals that everybody’s unique rhythm is

Peete, “the more empathy and the more

16. Locating and nurturing the resources

worth dancing to.

compassion we’re going to have for people
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“The more we embrace neurodiversity
in our children and adults,” explains

with ADHD, ADD, autism, and any other

is RJ’s twin sister, so her whole narrative

made it really difficult for her to take tests.

special needs.”

as a young girl was that she was the twin

She found schools or she was able to apply

Holly, what message do you
have to support families during
difficult times?
Overall, I would say to harness the
lessons you have learned during the
pandemic. Yes, it is a deep pain to
experience what we went through when
we have to become a mother, teacher and
therapist all-in-one. Many women had to
quit their jobs, while others kept them, but
it was a tough time for so many families.
Sometimes we learn things about the way
our children learn and what they do and
do not understand, and that can be very
helpful. It’s all about what they can do and
it’s about possibility. We all need to change
the conversation.

If there was one thing that you
think that helped you through
both R.J.’s and Ryan’s journey,
what would it be?
I would say surrounding myself with
good people, positive people. It doesn’t
have to be a big group, but you’ve got to
have a couple of people that you can have
your crazy kind of lose-it moments with,
who really just understand your journey.
I just think that surrounding myself
with really good, positive, like-minded,
supportive people and always having a

that didn’t have autism. She was very

to schools that didn’t require SAT or ACT

protective of RJ. It put a little bit of stress

scores, which oftentimes don’t always give

on her.

the exact right child or teenager to come

We thought when we were seeing her

into your school. (The school) might be

exhibit some of these behavioral issues

missing out on someone who’s creatively

that she had her inability to complete

amazing, just because she doesn’t test well.

sentences and to be kind of spacey in her

That helped her, and she went to New York

thought process -- as well as her -- inability

University. She’s a singer-songwriter living

to have really strong social relationships

in Brooklyn. She really is in a better place,

at school -- we just thought it was because

because she was able to get the answers

she was quirky Ryan. That’s who Ryan was.

about her ADHD.

We came to find out that there were
things she could just not help, and she was
suffering in silence and white-knuckling it
through life as she became a teenager. We
realized it when she was about 14 and had
her looked at by a doctor. After a bunch of
testing and a lot of appointments, it turns
out she has ADHD. This was a giant piece
of the puzzle that was missing for our

So, what do you want to tell
parents to help them understand
and navigate all of this?
This is just one mom’s opinion of
someone who has a child with ADHD
and a child with autism. With autism,
obviously, there are character traits, and
every kid with autism is different. Whereas
with autism, sometimes kids will be

family.

obviously nonverbal or, sometimes, they’ll

Do you think that once you got
the diagnosis, it changed things
for her in terms of her education
and her social skills?
Yes, it changed the whole game,

struggle in ways that present themselves
differently.
ADHD, however, often goes overlooked,
because kids get labeled lazy or they’re just
people that don’t do much. I think ADHD

because she got answers to why she was

and Attention Deficit Disorders

the way she was. Getting this diagnosis

(ADD) are something that are a

really helped her, especially when she

little easier not to diagnose or to be

applied for college. Being so inattentive

misdiagnosed. I feel that the concept of

nice gaggle of supporters around me is a
way I get through anything that I face in
life. I built teams around each of my kids.
I’m always advocating for them to have
people rooting for them as they will be
there even when I’m not.

Tell me about how you got
involved with 'More to ADHD',
how Ryan is doing, and what
you’re hoping to accomplish with
this awareness campaign.
Well, ultimately, I missed the signs of
ADHD for my daughter. I felt like sharing
this story, because I felt like maybe other
parents might see some of the signs I
missed. As you know, RJ has autism. Ryan

Holly Robinson Peete and actor Nik Sanchez in a scene from
their Hallmark movie Our Christmas Journey
www.autismdigest.com | February 2022 – April 2022
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Why were you initially attracted
to Hallmark?
I had friends who were on the shows,
and I liked the idea and the format. I
absolutely loved the idea that they shot
predominantly in Vancouver, which is my
old 21 Jump Street stomping grounds, and
I have such fond memories of that city, so
I wanted to go up there and spend time. I
stuck around, because once they started
to engage me as an executive producer, I
could be more creative and not just show
up and read lines. I love pitching shows to
them. I feel like they empowered me as an
Holly Robinson Peete and actress Marci T. House in a scene
from Hallmark's 2020 Christmas in Evergreen movie

actress to be more than just that, by letting
me produce and be a content controller.

What are you working on now?
embracing neurodiversity is something
that we have to get behind. If your kid
thinks differently or processes things

to have a moment when somebody goes,

Mostly, (I’m working on) promotion for

“Oh yeah, your kid’s great. Cool, come on

Our Christmas Journey. Then, we did a big

and work here. He will catch on” The good

Hallmark Channel drive-in promotional

differently, they’re ‘neuro-diverse.’ We

news is that now there are more places

event: a rooftop concert and a Christmas

don’t all walk through life the same way.

open to this than there ever were. As

drive-through. It was pretty cool. I’m

Something I really loved about being

moms of children with autism and other

really trying to galvanize the autism

part of the ‘More to ADHD Campaign’, is

special needs, we know very well about all

community to get behind it, because

the notion of embracing neurodiversity;

of those hoops.

embracing how our children learn and
think differently, so they process the world
differently.

How did R.J. get on his exciting
path in Major League Baseball?
Someone in our circle called us from

Please tell me about your new
Hallmark movie?
In Our Christmas Journey, I have a
son with autism, and we got a great actor
named Nik Sanchez who has autism to
play my son. It’s just a bucket list project

the Dodgers, asking if he was really

that I’ve been trying to do for a while, so

looking for a job and that they might have

I am super excited. Hopefully, it will be

something for him. That (a possibility of

really well received. We’re very happy with

work) was difficult years ago, but now

it. It first aired on Hallmark on December

there are resources for our adults with

4, perfect for the holidays.

autism. Your family can go online and
find out what companies in your area are
hiring our kids who are different, special,
and process things differently, but (they)
are really excellent additions to the
workplace.
It is helpful if you have an organization
like HollyRod or Best Buddies, which have
a really good profile on your child, so
he or she can get the support they need
in the workplace. After all the red tape,
Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) and
filling out all of these forms, all we want is
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You’ve been with Hallmark a
long time.
Yes, about seven years now, and I’ve
been involved in 13 or 14 projects with the
network. I love all my Hallmark movies, but
this one with the autism theme obviously
has my heart. I’m also an executive producer
and helped come up with the concept. So,
I am loving all of that. [These Hallmark
movies/series include the Christmas in
Evergreen franchise, A Christmas Gift, The
Christmas Doctor, Morning Show Mysteries
and the reality show, Meet the Peetes.]
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it’s the first time the Hallmark network
has ever done a Christmas movie about
autism. We’ve never seen a young man
with autism actually playing a lead role
in a movie about a kid with autism. I have
never seen that representation before, so
I’m really working hard to get as many
eyeballs on this movie as possible. I’m also
doing a lot of fundraising.

Speaking of fundraising, what’s
going on with your 24-year-old
HollyRod Foundation, dedicated
to providing compassionate care
for those living with Parkinson’s
disease and autism?
We struggled a lot during the pandemic,
so right now we are really focusing on
fundraising. We are also excited about our
autism service center, where we have job
training. We had our first in-person job
fair recently, and it was very successful,
and our goal is to place young people with
autism into jobs and really highlight what
amazing employees they can be.
Hopefully we’ll have another one soon,

and we’ll start getting our support groups
back up and running again. Because
doing that stuff virtually is tough, you
really need to be in the same room with
the people. Then we’re going to be doing
our fundraiser again, hopefully in June
2022, so we can get back to the fundraising
aspect of our nonprofit.

"A possibility of work was difficult years ago, but now
there are resources for our adults with autism. Your
family can go online and find out what companies in
your area are hiring our kids who are different, special,
and process things differently, but (they) are really
excellent additions to the workplace."

I usually do 10 to 20 appearances a
year, because I like to get out and share

relationship. He is sort of apprehensive

ways to calm down our minds and

our story and just spread some hope,

about it, because he knows that it involves

especially for families that either just

so much nuance, and that’s not something

3. Practice breathing techniques.

received an autism diagnosis or have kids

he’s good at. I tried to get him to watch

4. Focus on gratitude by counting the

who are R.J.s age and are looking for work.

Love on the Spectrum with me, but he

many blessings we have.

I get out there and talk to companies and

watched one episode and took off. He was

try to encourage them to hire inclusively,

not interested. It’s definitely a beautiful

because it's clearly a game-changer. I see

show though.

what it’s done for my son, and I believe that
everybody should have that opportunity.

Have you watched the Netflix
show Love on the Spectrum?
I binge-watched it. It’s one of my
favorites.

Oh, I totally believe that. Even looking
at R.J. -- he’s 24 now -- he’s never had a
girlfriend, and he’s never had a romantic

5. Learn to focus on the small wins,
because they are the big wins for us.
6. E
 veryone is quick to point out what’s
wrong with our children with autism,

Are there family traditions you
do, no matter where you’d find
yourself at Christmas?

ADHD and other special needs and
what they can’t do, so I say we need

Well, we always write down what we’re
thankful for and grateful for. And we write
down a serious answer and a funny, crazy

Perhaps if the typical population
was a little bit more like these
men and women with flowers,
candy, picnics, and little gifts,
then everybody would be a lot
better off.

bodies.

answer. And we put it in a hat and people
reach in and read it and try to see who
wrote what. That’s always fun. We shift the
focus to gratitude on this holiday.

to count the rainbows -- not the
thunderstorms.
7. A lways make sure that you have
developed a great team around
each of your children (so they) will
advocate for him or her and have his/
her back, because parents cannot do
it all.

Holly Robinson Peete’s 8 ‘Life
Tools’ for All of Our Children:

8. Th
 is support team does not have to be
only family members; it can include

1. Practice mindfulness – living in the
moment.

friends, someone special at school,
or an employer. It is amazing to see

2. L
 earn how to meditate and find other

these arms opening up to support
and lift us up when we need it. So,
cultivate, build and nurture that team
and keep it strong! 
For more information on the HollyRod
Foundation, please go to,https://hollyrod.org/
Our Christmas Journey airs on
Hallmark’s Movies & Mysteries.

Debra Wallace, an
award-winning
writer, author,
motivational
speaker, publicist,
and passionate
Holly Robinson Peete on a family trip with three of her four children Ryan, R.J., and Roman

autism advocate, can be reached at
debrawallace@verizon.net.
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MEET TEMPLE GRANDIN
ANYWHERE YOU ARE.
You can hear Temple talk
anywhere! Listen to her
insights and personal
experiences on facing
the challenges of autism.
Visit our website for a schedule
of

with Temple and

other esteemed experts.

Question and answer
period included on
each webinar!
www.fhautism.com
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EARLY SIGNS
OF Autism

Treat Mitochondrial
Dysfunction

Treat Mitochondrial Dysfunction
Treat Mitochondrial
Dysfunct
Optimal mitochondrial
function

is highly dependent on the
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of multiple
vitamins, fu
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minerals, and other nutrients
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minerals, and other nutr
energy metabolism. When
Optimal mitochondrial function is highly
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that
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vitamins,
minerals, is not
energy metabolism. Whe
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roles in a wide
working
correctly,
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is no
energy metabolism. When energy
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range of disordersiscan arise
a wide
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can
as illustrated
around
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as
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around
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Does not follow a point
range of disorders can ar
Vitruvian
Man.
®
®
SpectrumNeeds and EnergyNeeds
are
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around DaV
Does not pretend play
high-powered
mitochondrial
cocktails
designed
Vitruvian Man.
SpectrumNeeds® and EnergyNeeds® are high-powered
mitochondria
Does not respond to name
by a collaborative of prominent physicians
cocktails designed
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physicians andmitoch
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andby
scientists,
used®toare
optimize
Plays alone
SpectrumNeeds
and EnergyNeeds
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for used
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scientists,cocktails
andnutrition
are designed
often
optimize
nutrition
for a wide-range
Plays with toys in an unusual manner
byto
a collaborative
of prominent
physicians a
with mitochondrial dysfunction. Some of these
(line them up)
of disorders
associated
with
mitochondrial
dysfunction.
Some
scientists,
andinclude
are often
used to(e.g.
optimize
conditions
functional
chronicnutrition
fatigue, for a wide-ra
of these conditions
include
functional
(e.g. chronic fatigue,
pain, Some
Bothered by noises
pain, nausea,
dizziness),
neuro-developmental
of disorders
associated
with mitochondrial
dysfunction.
autism, ADHD),
neuropsychiatric
nausea, dizziness),
neuro-developmental
(e.g. autism,
ADHD),fatigue,
and pain,
Does not look at you when
of these(e.g.
conditions
includeand
functional
(e.g. chronic
(e.g.
anxiety,
depression)
disorders.
you are talking
neuropsychiatric
anxiety,
depression) disorders.
nausea, (e.g.
dizziness),
neuro-developmental
(e.g. autism, ADHD), and

Does not wave, clap, point, nod, etc.

neuropsychiatric (e.g. anxiety, depression) disorders.

Does not use words to communicate
(single words by 16 months)
Does not interact or share with others
Unusual movements of hands,
ﬁngers, body
Very focused attention
Rarely imitates others
Diﬃculty sleeping
NOTE: A child doesn't have to have ALL the signs listed above. The
one thing we've learned about autism is each child is unique. The
sooner a child is seen by a pediatrician who, possibly, understands
and can identify autism, the better you and your child will be,
particularly if your child is non-verbal or partially non-verbal.
A signiﬁcant number of young children who are autistic are.

NEURONEEDS
.COM
NEURONEEDS
.COM
Visit NeuroNeeds.com to learn more about our products and
®

®

more
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products
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Best Birthday Ever!

Celebrating your child's special day!

By Paula L. Simpson, OTR/L, MHA, CASDCS, Autism Clinical Specialist

T

here's so much to think

involved in the planning as much as

about when planning a

possible is a great way to begin. Visual

birthday party. There's

aids such as pictures and social stories

the guest list, food, games,

are great ways to help your child

and activities; however,

understand what will take place.

when planning for an autistic child with

sensory-related challenges, there's so
much more to consider.
Many parents have experienced great

It is extremely important to know
your child's sensory needs and activity
tolerance when party planning. Although

should opt-out for the Jumpy House!
• Children with auditory sensitivities
like loud noises, opt-out for fireworks
and loud music!
• Children who may have difficulty with
getting hands/face dirty, opt-out for
SMASHING of the cake or other messy
activities.

you may have your own ideas of the

• Children with difficulty being around

difficulty associated with birthday

perfect birthday party, it may not be

large groups of people, opt-out for a

parties. Redefining a birthday party and

perfect for the birthday child. Look at

large guest list.

what it looks like is up to you! Different,

some of these birthday ideas that may

but not wrong!

be challenging for children with sensory

Keeping it simple is one way to
minimize the stress for both the parents

related challenges!
•C
 hildren who have difficulty with

and the birthday child! There are many

bathing tasks should opt-out for a

strategies to implement prior to the

Splash Pool Party!

birthday to help prepare your child
for his/her big day. Having your child

24

• Children with fears of sudden
movement and feet leaving the ground
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Planning a birthday party for your
child can be successful with just a few
birthday tips, tools and tidbits. Let's get
started!
When planning that special party day
for your child, you may want to consider
your child's likes and dislikes, with just a
few basic things to consider:

1. What is my child's color?
2. W
 hat is my child's favorite cartoon character, superhero, etc.
3. What is my child's favorite song?
4. What are my child's favorite foods, drinks and snacks?
5. W
 ho are the favorite people in my child's life?
6. W
 hat is my child's favorite toy/activity?
7. What are my child's sensory needs?
Seven-year-old BJ has autism; tactile, auditory sensitivities,
and is a picky eater. BJ loves the color of blue and Chase from
Paw Patrol. Some of his favorite songs are "Baby Shark" and
the theme song from Paw Patrol. His favorite snacks include
Cheez-its, chicken nuggets, apple juice and fruit snacks. BJ
loves spending time with his cousins, grandparents, parents
and siblings. BJ enjoys jumping on the trampoline and playing
with Legos. Planning a birthday based on the child's likes can
promote a successful outcome. Here's what BJ's party should
look like, based on the information.
BJ's party took place within the comfort of his home. Mom
decorated the kitchen and the family room with blue balloons
and Paw Patrol (Chase) plates, cups and napkins. BJ's favorite
area to eat includes his favorite cup and plate, which he uses on
a daily basis.
Instead of singing the traditional Happy Birthday song, "Baby
Shark" would work at a reasonable and tolerable volume for

Tips, Tools
and Tidbits!
1
2

	Choose enjoyable activities, foods, places, and
people who are familiar to your child.
	Opt-out for introducing new activities, places,
friends and foods during this time to minimize
stress and anxiety.

3

	Carefully plan and tailor activities to meet the
needs of your child to make his/her birthday's
experience to be fun and memorable.

4
5

	Examine and limit environmental distractions to
support sensory needs.
	Stay CALM
(Create an Atmosphere Limiting Meltdowns)

Email: info@bridgesofpossibilities.com
TikTok :@therap4kids Bridges of Possibilities
www.facebook.com/bridgesofpossibilities

BJ. The menu includes all of BJ's preferred foods. Multiple
trampolines are available outside for all to enjoy. Lego building
stations are also available. Gifts are opened over time in order
to minimize overstimulation.
The goal of the party is to create memorable happy moments
for the birthday child. What better way to create those moments
than implementing everything the child loves, with your child’s
favorite people?

Now Accepting New Patients!

Knowing your child's sensory needs provides the information
contributing to the success of your child's birthday party. BJ's
party was tailored to meet his visual (sight), tactile (touch),
auditory (hearing), olfactory (smell), gustatory (taste), vestibular
(movement) and interoceptor (internal state -- what's happening
inside my body), resulting in a huge success! 

Paula is the founder of Bridges of
Possibilities, a pediatric therapy clinic that
specializes in occupational, physical and
speech therapy services for children with
special abilities. She is also the founder of
the MY Kid Counts, INC, a non-for-profit
organization that provides resources and
training for families of children with special
abilities throughout Northwest Indiana. Paula is the author of the
book entitled, Sensory Integration, Now That Makes Sense!

Our Mission

“We are dedicated to providing the highest quality of holistic therapeutic
services through creativity, compassion, and clinical excellence.”

PEDIATRIC SPECIALTY SERVICES

Occupational, Physical & Speech Therapy • Consulting Services/Trainings
1579 EAST 85TH AVE. • MERRILLVILLE, IN 46410
Our clinic now
has DIR providers!
Phone: 219-525-4973 • Fax: 219-648-2916
www.bridgesofpossibilities.com
bridgesofpossibilities
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A Conversation on

EMOTIONAL
REGULATION
and Our Autistic Folks
By Jan Starr Campito, MS., MPhil.
and Elizabeth Irish, MLS

E

veryone has feelings.

“Emotional regulation”
refers to how we experience,
interpret, manage, and
express those feelings,

especially in times of intense positive or
negative emotions. Let’s talk about what
that means for our families on the autism
spectrum.
LIZ: You know Jan, for me, it’s CJ’s
lifelong emotional struggle that’s been
the most challenging. Before he started
school, I thought the meltdowns were just
the terrible twos. Problem is, even as the
birthdays came and went, the terrible
twos became the terrible threes, then
fours, then fives. When he started school,
it wasn’t long before the notes started

arriving because of his outbursts. He
would become so upset over transitions,
perceived injustices, or any situation he
found overwhelming. I came to dread
art and music days! It took me a while to
realize that he wasn’t deliberately acting
out but was simply reacting to triggers.
JAN: Absolutely, Liz. I facilitate a large
parent support group. I recently told
them that if I had any advice for them
from my own experience, it’s to make
sure they weave a strong emotional
regulation piece into their interventions.
It’s such a crucial life skill for emotional
health and safety as well as for the
ability to function on the playground, in
school, on the job, and in society! Our
conversation also has me looking afresh
at my adult coaching clients. Their
eruptions and inward collapses can be
quite scary.
Some of our folks can voice it (and
boy, do they!) but others do so only by
their actions, or by their lack of actions -some shut down or freeze in the moment.
When these reactions violate social
norms or get in the way of accomplishing
a needed task, outsiders respond badly,
with anger, criticism, or judgment. We
tend to overlook the real message -- how
it must feel to be caught up inside one
of these emotional regulation struggles.
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And it hammers home to me the saying

The Individuals with Disabilities

you will hear from many parents: “Our

Education Act (IDEA) explicitly states

kids aren’t the problem. Our kids

that executive function, communication,

are having a problem. And they need

self-advocacy, emotional regulation, and

our empathy and assistance, not our

social development skills are also quite

judgment.”

appropriate areas for IEP goals!

LIZ: Finding the right assistance can
be challenging, especially at a young

JAN: Unfortunately, the school
experience itself is often a major stressor

age when there may be other factors

for our kids! IEPs are valuable for

in play that haven’t been identified

reducing those stressors and making

yet. CJ’s initial school behavior plan

school more manageable. They help

was a rewards-based system. However,

protect our students from inappropriate

since his Tourette’s Syndrome hadn’t

expectations and demands. By clearly

been diagnosed yet, he was sometimes

describing the current capabilities of the

penalized for behaviors beyond his

learner and the accommodations needed

control. Also, the chart wasn’t private,

to help that student, the IEP helps the

which elicited other students’ and

teacher understand and teach. Teachers

parents’ comments. One little girl

often need to adjust their teaching style

actually worried that Santa wouldn’t

to present instructional materials in ways

visit CJ that year! The team was open

that are more accessible. The Related

to revising the plan, so he could earn a

Services professionals on the team can be

reward in just a half-day, but that was

called upon to assist with meeting those

still hard for him. In the end, I think this

special educational needs. IEPs also

particular plan caused more stress, which

can provide the opportunity to create

didn’t help with the outbursts.
JAN: Overly simplified behavior
modification plans, such as you describe,

educational goals designed to teach skills
and remediate deficits.
How do we know what to include in

are often woefully inadequate for our

the IEP to help? Teachers, parents, and

folks. Behavioral issues are often the

outside consultants can all provide

result of unmet needs! A professionally

perspectives on how to help the student

performed Functional Behavioral

with their emotional regulation. And

Analysis (FBA) can be a very useful

by all means, engage the student in this

tool for identifying the function that

discussion as well! They can provide

the “unacceptable behavior” serves for

invaluable first-hand information on

the individual. This can then lead us

what they see as causing their stress.

to thinking about ways to avoid those

Kari Dunn Buron’s activity book A 5

triggers or to meet those needs in other,

Can Make Me Lose Control! is a great

more adaptive ways. Examples might

conversation starter!1 IEPs can provide

include: scheduled breaks, supported

many protections for highly anxious or

communication to help with self-

emotionally struggling students. Chaotic

advocacy, mindfulness or breathing

or less structured times of the school

apps, physical activity, or even stimming

day -- such as bus, specials, gym, and

to reset the body and the mind. Visual

lunchtime -- often need additional

schedules can be used to cue the

supports (see sidebar). And then there’s

individual to use these options.
LIZ: Good strategies! These can be

the constant challenge of navigating the
“hidden curriculum” underlying social

incorporated into an Individualized

interactions. School, after all, is one

Education Plan (IEP). We parents often

unrelentingly social situation, and that

forget that IEPs are more than just

definitely is problematic for our kids!

academics or even behavior management.

Sample Ways an
IEP Can Reduce
Frustrations and
Support Emotional
Regulation
• Shared/One-on-One Aides
• Sensory Toolboxes/Sensory
Diets - weighted vests,
trampolines, headphones,
chewables, fidgets, etc.
• Safe Retreat - a person,
therapy animal, or place
to go to
• Organizational Supports
-- belongings, homework,
locker, alternative to
heavy backpacks, etc.
• Visual Schedules (for whole
day, or particular routines)
• Assistive Technology
• Lunch/Recess
Accommodations
• Peer Education
• Related Services:
Social Work, Psychologist,
Speech, OT, PT, etc.
• Homework Support &
Modifications - reduced
load, online access to
materials, posting &
submission routines, etc.
• Communication Devices/
Supports - for the student/
teacher to use
• Frequent Communication
- between parent/teacher/
professionals
• Regular Team Meetings

and social thinking can also be very useful
for helping to demystify the social world,
which so often bewilders or upsets our folks.
LIZ: You shared a thought that floored
me: emotional regulation does not equal
calm. For years I’ve been so focused
on diffusing anger that when I think
“emotionally regulated,” I think “calm.” It
doesn’t always mean calm though, does
it? It’s when the reaction becomes overthe-top there can be a problem. Honestly,
I never want CJ to lose his passions
and excitement. It’s part of his unique
make-up. It’s just that anger and other
LIZ: When he was younger, even with

peanut allergy. Just seeing a peanut can

extremes can quickly lead to bigger issues,

all these supports built into his IEP, it was

trigger an over-the-top reaction from him.

including legal ones.

difficult to get CJ to apply what he learned.

This trigger is understandable but could

He could tell us what he should do. In

be viewed by others as irrational. What

the moment though, all reason left. We’d

strategies can help when a trigger occurs?

get frustrated, because in our eyes, the

JAN: The first thing I think about in

JAN: Exactly, Liz. There is a
misperception that good emotional
regulation means not allowing negative
emotions at all. As Leah Kuypers, who

interventions weren’t working. I wonder,

answer to your question comes from

created the original Zones of Regulation

maybe he just wasn’t ready for them?

Danny Raede and The Asperger Experts.

Curriculum emphasizes, “All the Zones

They point out that “people do the best

are OK!” Rather than telling people not

they can with the emotional capacity they

to feel a certain way, our efforts should

JAN: Not sure I would phrase it that
“he wasn’t ready for them.” It’s more they
hadn’t come together into one successful

have.” When we are overwhelmed, we go

be on helping them “manage the feelings

package yet, or at least one that he could

“deep into defense mode,” which blocks

they are experiencing in an adaptive

apply to all situations. Public settings are

our ability to do anything but protect

and prosocial way.”3 Our folks, being

actually quite a test of one’s emotional

ourselves. Think fight-flight-or-freeze.

all-or-none thinkers, sometimes have

2

regulation -- so much stimulation and

When we are in defense mode, our coping

trouble recognizing that problems come

arousal going on! Our kids experience

capacity is all taken up with survival.

in all sizes and not everything deserves

these busy environments so intensely.

There’s nothing left to use on other

a big reaction. There is a clear social

Their sensory filters often work differently

activities, whether those be school tasks,

learning piece at play here. Big reactions

than ours, and sensory experiences in

social situations, or job performance.

are common in small children. As we

general can be quite taxing!

When we recognize how the problem

mature, we are expected to compress

is experienced from the individual’s

our emotions within socially acceptable

a developmental skill. It’s complex, not

Remember, emotional regulation is

perspective, we can better help them co-

limits. We need to save our big emotions

all or nothing. But unless our folks get

regulate and eventually move beyond.

the totality right, people tend to judge

Many of the best behavioral

for in private, or for when we are with
others who are willing to help us manage

them as “losing control.” Yes, that may

interventions recognize this, by first

them. Michelle Garcia Winner’s Social

be true that they have, but where in the

removing the individual from the situation,

Thinking curriculum is very useful for

process did that happen? And was there

and helping them calm down. Then, only

helping us learn to decipher these hidden

skill development compared to what used

when the emotions are less high, we

social expectations.4
LIZ: So how do you foster emotional

to happen? We need the end result to be

can address what may be going on. For

right, but I really think we often don’t give

example, Cognitive Behavior Therapy

our kids credit for their improvements.

encourages reframing of maladaptive

JAN: The good news is that most of us

internal thoughts and actions that add

have already begun. The bad news is that

to identify and avoid triggers. Everyone

fuel to the problem. Executive function

this is a complex set of skills that takes

has triggers. Some may be more common,

strategies look at breaking down problems

time and a multi-faceted approach. As

while others may be unique to the

experienced as overwhelming to make

parents, we are crucial to this process.

individual. For instance, CJ has a severe

them more manageable. Social stories

We know our kids like no other. We are

LIZ: I know that we need to learn how
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regulation?

Everyone has feelings. “Emotional regulation”
refers to how we experience, interpret, manage,
and express those feelings, especially in times of
intense positive or negative emotions.
the ones who are often left to pick up the

extra processing time to sort out what is

pieces and try to patch Humpy Dumpty

going on, or to formulate words for a reply.

back together again. Often our nearby

I also find it useful to pause and ask

presence is enough to help with co-

the adult if they are ok. -- I may reflect

regulation in a difficult situation. There

back what I am hearing or seeing and

is much we can do proactively within the

ask if it is accurate. When paralysis

home by establishing routines, cueing

happens, I find it useful to lay out choices

transitions, avoiding overscheduling,

visually and then to ask the individual

and presetting new experiences to

to mark possibilities as “yes/no/maybe.”

reduce some of the anxiety about the

This opens the opportunity for quiet

unknown. Also, consistency is powerful

dialogue and, almost inevitably, leads to

when it comes to enforcing rules and

the client elaborating on how they feel

expectations.

and their perception of the choices. It’s

LIZ: What have you noticed works

then sometimes possible to reframe the

for you when you need to de-escalate

problem in a way that may feel more

a situation? I know how I respond can

approachable.

either calm or exacerbate a meltdown. I

LIZ: Many families have a safety plan

could be preoccupied by other matters

for times of crisis. It’s a good strategy

that have nothing to do with CJ, but if I let

to work with a care provider to arrive

that impact how I respond to him in the

at a plan that can be implemented if

moment, then his response will escalate.

needed. Ideally, it never will be, but it’s

Staying perfectly calm all the time is an

better to have one in which everyone

unrealistic expectation on anyone. My

has input, rather than needing one and

husband and I try to walk away at the

not having it. A plan could be as simple

height of the moment, but that sometimes

as calling a relative or friend to help

only makes the situation worse. In CJ’s

defuse a meltdown or even to ask them

eyes, I’m running away and refusing to

to check in on us later. A more complex

discuss. I can understand that, because in

plan might include when to call a mobile

a sense, I’m denying him the opportunity
to express his emotions. We do let him
know we’ll return to the discussion when
everyone has a chance to reflect and calm.
Our taking ownership of our part of the
conversation has helped, but it’s only
worked because we’ve proven that we will
revisit the discussion.
JAN: With my adult clients, I’ve found
the following tools can be pretty useful
to avoid making an unregulated moment
worse. First, there is the power of silence
-- it is so easy to forget to use this one! Yet
many people need that silence as a buffer
to halt the sensory onslaught, to provide

crisis intervention team or perhaps
first responders. Fortunately, there is
an increase in autism training for first
responders across the country. There’s no
shame getting help with a crisis to keep
everyone safe.
JAN: Our families sometimes need
the help of a variety of professionals,
including occupational therapists,
psychologists or social workers, special
education teachers, and behavioral
interventionists, especially when a
self-perpetuating dynamic becomes
established. Professionals can help by
targeting sensory processing deficits,
social skills deficits, and maladaptive
cognitive patterns, which can lead our
folks down darker paths.
Psychological supports may be crucial
for assisting with our kids’ inward
reactions. Anxiety and depression are
often components of their inner worlds,
as they do struggle with concepts of selfworth. Support groups can be useful for
helping our kids feel less alone, while they
learn about their own emotions and more
adaptive ways of dealing with them. In
some cases, medications may be needed
to address the more neuropsychological
aspects of their dysregulation.
We are much more likely to be
regulated when rested and well-fed.
Self-care is such an incredibly important
proactive strategy. Yet many people
struggle with it. They often don’t get

in high-stakes situations, when we are, by
definition, already stressed. I think we
need to recognize and praise our folks’
attempts at growth, even when they are
not totally successful. The take-away
is that interventions and support are
needed, true, but also I would encourage
us all to remember the importance of
patience as they find their way. We need
to focus on the positives -- on fostering
enough sleep for example, or exercise, or

that we enjoy. Self-care sometimes

even eat regularly. “Hangry” anyone?

means adjusting expectations and

LIZ: That is huge!! I’m not sure which I

advocating for our family’s needs despite

would target as a bigger issue: hunger or

external pressure to do otherwise. For

sleep. Sleep problems in our population

example, I think we need to bear in

positive interactions, joy, and the sense of
belonging. These are the foundations of a
happy life and are among our dreams for
any of our offspring. 

are common and correcting them isn’t

mind how our kids may have totally

Jan Starr Campito,

easy. But Jan, our own care is also

different reactions than we might hope

M.S., M.Phil.,

important. Daily routines, from getting

during family or holiday celebrations!

is a life coach,

up in the morning, going to school,

Sometimes, there can be just too much

specializing in

homework time, and even bedtime

excitement and sensation for emotional

neurodiverse

rituals often don’t come easy. And then

regulation to happen -- certainly for the

clients. She is

there are the other sources of stress we all

child, but often for the parent too!

deal with -- jobs, health issues, financial

JAN: I love our recent societal emphasis

also the parent
facilitator of Friday Knights, a support

responsibilities, etc. I’m constantly told

on moving beyond autism awareness,

program for families living on the autism

to put on my own proverbial oxygen mask

and towards autism acceptance. We need

spectrum in the Capital District, NY. Jan is

first. That’s so much easier said than

to foster a sense of belonging, whether

the author of the book Supportive Parenting:

done! But even if we feel self-care is a

it is by helping our kids find their tribe,

Becoming an Advocate for Your Child with

luxury that we can’t afford, we actually

or changing the environments in which

Special Needs and several book chapters.

do need to build in a certain amount of it

they live. As parents, we often have to

She is a frequent speaker on issues and

for our KIDS’ sake. There have definitely

act as our kids’ ambassadors, educating

concerns of individuals and families in the

been times when our son misinterpreted

those around us. It’s exhausting, I know.

autism community. She may be contacted

our stress as “his fault.” It’s not, but to

But it is also where true change starts to

at jan.campito@gmail.com.

them that’s how it feels. Kids tend to

happen, because the more we help people

think our world revolves around them.

“get” our kids, the more allies WE have for

And, frankly, to some extent they are

helping their world be less overwhelming

right! But it’s heart-breaking when this

and a better place to be.

misunderstanding causes them even
more distress.
Self-care doesn’t have to be something

Liz, I think this discussion highlighted
for both of us how complex healthy
emotional regulation is for everyone, and

huge, like weekends away or a spa day! It

it is especially so for those of us who are

can include working in small breaks or

neurodiverse. It requires coordinating

stealing a few moments to do something

lots of moving parts and applying them

Elizabeth Irish,
M.L.S., is a health
sciences librarian,
specializing in
education and
consumer health
information.
She is a distinguished member of the
Medical Library Association’s Academy
of Health Information Professionals

The more we help people “get” our kids,
the more allies WE have for helping the world
be less overwhelming and a better place to be.

and has earned their Level 2 Consumer
Health Information Specialization
certificate. She is a frequent contributor
to AASD and publishes in the library
field as well. She may be contacted at
irishelizabeth@gmail.com.
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“Asperger’s syndrome and ADHD often combine to create a complex profile of abilities (in)
this informative and practical book for professionals and for parents.”
	– Tony Attwood, Ph.D., Clinical Psychologist, Associate Professor, Griffith University, Queensland,
Australia. Author: The Complete Guide to Asperger’s Syndrome
“A major contribution, a beautiful book!”
– Edward M. Hallowell, M.D., Author: NY Times best seller: Driven to Distraction
“This well-written and informative book fills a great need for clinicians, patients, and families (which)
presents clinical cases of highly intelligent people struggling with both ADHD and Asperger Syndrome.”
– Russell A. Barkley, Ph.D., Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, Medical University of South Carolina
“A must read for mental health professionals, educators, and families interested in understanding
the intersection between ADHD and Asperger Syndrome.”
–E
 lizabeth A. Laugeson, Psy.D., Associate Clinical Professor of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences,
UCLA Semel Institute. Author: The Science of Making Friends
“A marvelous job exploring the complex connections between Asperger’s and ADHD.”
–F
 red R. Volkmar, M.D., Irving B. Harris Professor of Child Psychiatry, Pediatrics and Psychology,
Yale University Child Study Center. Editor: Encyclopedia of Autism
“Provides valuable insights to parents and teachers.”
– Temple Grandin, Ph.D. The Autistic Brain, and Thinking in Pictures-My Life With Autism
“A superb and widely accessible book focused on smart children and adults with ADHD
who have specific interests.”
– J ames F. Leckman, M.D., Ph.D. Nelson Harris Professor of Child
Psychiatry, Psychiatry, Pediatrics and Psychology. Yale University

Thomas E. Brown, PhD served on the clinical faculty of the Department of Psychiatry at the Yale School
of Medicine for 20 years while operating a clinic for children and adults with ADHD and related problems.
In 2017, he opened the Brown Clinic for Attention and Related Disorders in Manhattan Beach, CA.
Dr. Brown has published six books on ADHD. His video “What is ADHD? Attention Deficit Disorder
Explained” on YouTube has received rave reviews and more than 4 million views.
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R

ecently, entrepreneur/inventor Mike Jones entered
a pediatric rehabilitation setting to provide one of
his newest products for children with special needs
such as autism. He could see a collection of therapy
equipment for the kids who need occupational,

speech, and physical therapy, but he immediately was perplexed.
He knew that the medical facility had at least one of his Pumper

Cars. but he couldn’t see one he knew was supposed to be there.
“Where is the Pumper Car?” he queried.
The person showing him around, nonchalantly, pointed to an
item covered with a blanket in a corner. “It’s over there under the
blanket.”
Jones was concerned. “Why is it covered?” He admits also his
feelings were hurt, because it was the only thing in the room that
was hidden.
“Why?” was the response. “WHY? Surely you know. If we don’t
cover it up, everyone who comes in here will want immediately to
ride in it.”
Of course! Jones has heard hundreds of stories about kids who
are not actually in therapy who not only want to confiscate a
Pumper Car to take a ride, but they often will! Therapists in many
facilities and schoolteachers often post signs wherever the Pumper
Car is parked. It reads: “This looks like a toy, but it is not a toy.”
The Pumper Car is classified as a piece of medical equipment.
The Pumper Car won the prestigious IDEA (Industrial Design and
Engineering of America) Award for its exceptional design and
durability. The product exceeds all safety standards and testing.
It’s even been designated as a “exercise medical device” by the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
When the therapist uncovered the car, Jones was looking at one
of his favorite: a bright red, low-to-the-floor small car for a young
child, in which its momentum is created with both the child’s
arms and feet.
Joy Kinkaid, a pediatric occupational therapist in Vancouver,
WA, obtained one of the first Pumper Cars in the early 90s for her
clinic. She says that many of her special needs’ children have
difficulty riding a two-wheel bike, because it has pedals and
handles, which requires significant balance and coordination. so
they often can’t ride it. “The Pumper Car is lower to the ground
and gravitational. which helps the child feel safe. And it’s fun.
They love it; it moves quickly. They smile – more smiles than ever!
Continued on page 34

Jennifer Amash, mother (on left),
Daughter Adalynn Amash on Pumper Car, and
Joy Kinkaid, Pediatric Occupational Therapist
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IT'S A HOT COMMODITY
Daughter Adalynn Amash on Pumper Car
and mother Jennifer Amash behind Pumper Car

“They don’t even know it’s about therapy goals, like selfconfidence, muscular strength, and also heavy work. Working
hard through muscular strength is helpful. It’s calming, and they
sleep better. Speech therapists also use it for engagement, such as
communication and following directions.”
Joy’s facility, Legacy Salmon Creek Children’s Center, has
recently expanded their center through generous donations and
built an indoor track specifically for the Pumper Car, so the child
(depending on how many are there waiting their turns) can ride
around the track. She admits, it’s “pretty popular.”
Jennifer Amash, the mother of eight-year-old Adalynn says
“when they (her children) come in one time a week to exercise. it’s
different, and it gives them balance, strength, and coordination,
and they have a lot of fun with it.”
Lisa Lyons, Ph.D., Manager for the non-profit Legacy Health
hospitals – one site in Tualatin, OR and two sites in Vancouver,
WA – says they serve about 600 children from birth to 17-yearsold a week. She explains that their patients often need to gain
or regain skills. "The Pumper Car is accessible and provides
therapeutic benefit as an approved piece of medical grade
exercise equipment. The Pumper Car is visually appealing, fun
looking, and does not set the rider apart as being ‘different.’
When we built our rehabilitation gym, we designed our track floor
with it in mind given its high use among the children we serve.
The Pumper Car is a highly popular tool that helps children. It's a
hot commodity," she said.
By Lyn Dunsavage Young

Joy Kinkaid, Pediatric Occupational Therapist
(far left), Adalynn's mother Jennifer Amash,
and Adalynn Amash on Pumper Car
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